Detection of mercury ion by infrared fluorescent protein and its hydrogel-based paper assay.
Mercury is a highly hazardous and widespread pollutant with bioaccumulative properties. Novel approaches that meet the criteria of desired selectivity, high sensitivity, good biocompatibility, and low background interference in natural settings are continuously being explored. We herein describe a new strategy utilizing the combination of infrared fluorescent protein (IFP) and its chromophore as an infrared fluorescence probe for mercury ion (Hg(II)) detection. Hg(II) has been validated to have specific binding affinity to a cysteine residue (C24) of IFP, thereby inhibiting the conjugation of IFP chromophore biliverdin (BV) to C24 and "turning off" the infrared emission of IFP. The IFP/BV sensor has high selectivity toward Hg(II) among other metal ions over a broad pH range. The in vitro detection limit was determined to be less than 50 nM. As a genetically encoded probe, we demonstrate the IFP/BV sensor can serve as a tool to detect Hg(II) in living organisms or tissues. Moreover, we have exploited a protein-agarose hydrogel-based paper assay to immobilize IFP for detection of Hg(II) in a portable and robust fashion.